CIVL: The Concurrency Intermediate Verification Language
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Abstract. Recent years have witnessed an explosion in the number of programming languages and language extensions dealing with concurrency. Examples include message-passing libraries (MPI-3), multithreading and GPU language extensions such as OpenMP, Pthreads, OpenCL, and CUDA, and entirely new languages such as Chapel. This multitude creates a serious challenge for developers of software verification tools: it takes enormous effort to develop such tools, but each development effort typically targets one small part of the concurrency landscape, with little sharing of techniques and code between efforts. To address this problem, we present CIVL: a Concurrency Intermediate Verification Language. CIVL provides a concurrency model sufficiently flexible to represent programs in a wide variety of parallel languages, including those listed above. We have realized CIVL as a dialect of C with new primitives for concurrency and others to facilitate specification and verification. We have also developed a tool that combines model checking and symbolic execution to verify or refute a number of properties of CIVL programs, such as absence of deadlock and assertion violations, and functional equivalence.

1 The CIVL Framework

The CIVL framework encompasses (1) the programming language CIVL-C, a dialect of C with additional primitives supporting concurrency, specification, and modeling; (2) verification and analysis tools, including a symbolic execution-based model checker for checking various properties of, or finding defects in, CIVL-C programs; and (3) tools that translate from many commonly used languages/APIs to CIVL-C.

Our goal is for CIVL-C to be an effective intermediate representation for verification. A C program using MPI [16], CUDA [11], OpenMP [7], OpenCL [21], or another API (or even some combination of APIs), will be automatically translated into CIVL-C and then verified. The advantages of such a framework are
clear: the developer of a new verification technique could implement it for CIVL-C and then immediately see its impact across a broad range of concurrent programs. Likewise, when a new concurrency API is introduced, one only needs to implement a translator from it to CIVL-C in order to reap the benefits of all the verification tools in the platform. Programmers would have a valuable verification and debugging tool, while API designers could use CIVL as a “sandbox” to investigate possible API modifications, additions, and interactions.

We currently have working versions of (1) and (2), while (3) remains for future work. For now, we are constructing CIVL-C programs by hand.

To illustrate the challenges involved, consider three widely used and evolving concurrency APIs: OpenMP, CUDA, and MPI. The models upon which these APIs are based are illustrated in Fig. 1, together with code skeletons showing how each can be represented in CIVL-C.

OpenMP is based on a shared memory model, including a single, shared heap. A program begins executing with a single thread. Pragmas indicate regions where work can be done in parallel; threads are spawned upon entering the region and joined back into a single thread at the end of the region. A parallel for loop is an example of such a region: the loop iteration space is partitioned among the threads in a way specified by the user or left up to the runtime system. The
programmer may also specify which variables are to be shared by the threads, and which are to be private (i.e., each thread will have its own copy).

CUDA and OpenCL are based on a complex hierarchical model (we follow the CUDA terminology in this paper). In this model, there is a host (CPU), and some number of devices (GPUs). Each device executes a grid, which is composed of blocks, which are composed of threads. There are parts of the state that are local to each part of this hierarchy; e.g., a thread can access the “shared memory” on its block, but not that of another block. There is a heap on the host and one for each device. Transferring data between host and device requires function calls, much like message passing.

MPI is based on an asynchronous message-passing model. An MPI program consists of concurrently executing processes, each with its own private memory, including its own heap. Typically, the processes exist for the life of the program, but they can also be created and destroyed dynamically. Communication and synchronization take place through explicit calls to functions in the MPI library. Moreover, each MPI process may be multithreaded (using, e.g., OpenMP or Pthreads); these so-called hybrid parallel programs are becoming increasingly common. Fig. 1(c) shows the structure of a hybrid MPI/Pthreads program.

While these three models appear quite different, there are some common themes. Each model has some notion of process (or thread); each has some hierarchical decomposition of the state into what we will call scopes. Both processes and scopes are dynamic concepts: they may be created and destroyed during an execution. CIVL-C incorporates these concepts as follows:

- like standard C, programs are lexically scoped and this static scope hierarchy can have arbitrary depth;
- unlike standard C, functions can be defined in any scope;
- the $spawn command (all CIVL-C primitives not in C begin with $) is like a function call, but spawns a new process executing the function and returns immediately a handle (of type $proc) to the new process;
- $wait takes an expression of type $proc and blocks until the referenced process has terminated; all references to the process are then replaced with the “undefined” value.

Formally, the state of a CIVL-C program consists of a set of dynamic scopes and a set of process states. Each dynamic scope $\delta$ is an instance of one static scope $\sigma = \sigma(\delta)$ and assigns a value to each variable declared in $\sigma$. The dynamic scopes are arranged in a tree so that the map that sends $\delta$ to $\sigma(\delta)$ is a tree homomorphism. Each process state consists of a call stack, which is a sequence of frames: each frame is an ordered pair consisting of a reference to a dynamic scope and a program location. New dynamic scopes are added whenever control enters a new static scope (including function calls and spawns); they are removed when they become unreachable. A process is added by a $spawn$ and removed when it has terminated and there is no reference to it in the state.

The language also provides certain abstract datatypes which are useful for modeling purposes. For example, there is a $heap$ datatype for representing a heap, together with functions $malloc$ and $free$, which are similar to their C
counterparts, but take an extra argument, which is a pointer to a heap. This allows a program to have multiple, and scope-local, heaps.

The datatype $\texttt{comm}$ is an abstraction for a “communication universe” in a message-passing system. It is similar but more general than the \textit{communicator} concept of MPI. It bundles together a set of \textit{places} with any number of processes occupying each place, and a FIFO queue of buffered messages for each ordered pair of places. A communicator is initialized by specifying one process for each place, but processes can be added to places dynamically. Messages are sent from a place to a place, i.e., message meta-data includes a source and destination place but does not specify which process sent the message. A hybrid MPI program in which multiple threads on a process send and receive messages on behalf of that process maps naturally to this abstraction.

\section{Tools}

The current version of the CIVL platform, v0.7, provides command line tools to

1. \textit{run} a CIVL-C program, using either random numbers or user interaction to resolve nondeterminism;
2. \textit{verify} a CIVL-C program is free of deadlock, assertion violations, bounds violations, illegal pointer dereferences, divisions by 0, and improper uses of \texttt{malloc/free}, among other things; and
3. \textit{replay} traces for counterexamples found during verification, which can show every execution step and the value of every variable at each state.

All of the tools use symbolic execution: the values assigned to variables are symbolic expressions and a path condition variable is used to keep track of decisions made at nondeterministic points. Inputs are initialized with unique symbolic constants. The use of symbolic execution also enables equivalence checking: functional equivalence of two versions of an algorithm can be specified by encoding each in its own function such that both functions read the same input; a main function then invokes both functions and asserts their outputs agree \cite{29}.

The verifier performs a depth-first search of the state space (“model checking”). It incorporates a number of CIVL-specific reduction techniques generalizing techniques (especially \cite{13} for dealing with pointers) used in other model checkers; these can dramatically reduce the work required to determine whether the properties hold—in many cases to a single interleaving. CIVL states are immutable so they can easily share common subcomponents; this greatly enhances memory and time performance, and simplifies the process of saving states.

The tool set is implemented in Java 7. We have extended the ANTLR-based C front-end ABC \cite{1} to preprocess, parse, analyze and construct an abstract syntax tree for CIVL-C. This AST is also fully accessible through an API, so other front-ends could also be used. The symbolic execution library SARL \cite{28} is used to perform the symbolic manipulations and reasoning; SARL in turn uses the automated theorem prover CVC3 \cite{6} and clj-ds (persistent data structures from Clojure) \cite{9}. The platform is freely available under the GNU Public License from
Complete, pre-compiled packages (including the dependencies) are distributed for OS X and Linux systems. The packages also include a user’s manual and over 100 examples and tests.

Limitations. Currently, all of C’s integer types other than _Bool and char are mapped to a CIVL type which corresponds to the mathematical integers. Similarly, C’s floating types are mapped to the mathematical reals. The bit-wise operations in C are not yet supported. We plan to incorporate theories of finite precision integers and floating-point numbers soon. Of course, the verifier is incomplete: the theorem prover could fail to prove a valid assertion, and the state space could be infinite (or too large) even after the symbolic abstraction. However the language does provide flexible mechanisms for specifying a finite subset of the state space, e.g., by bounding inputs with assumptions such as $\text{assume } 1\leq N \&\& N\leq B$, where $B$ can be specified on the command line.

Experiments. The examples include many concurrency staples (e.g., variations on dining philosophers), as well as models of concurrent programs from the literature using the APIs discussed above. A sample of these, and the results of applying the CIVL verifier, follow. The experiments were run on a Mac Mini with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 and 4 GB RAM. The data include the time in seconds, the number of atomic transitions executed in the search (steps) and the number of calls to CVC3.

- ring.c [31] (MPI): $n$ processes exchange data cyclically $m$ times; verified for $1 \leq n \leq 10$, $1 \leq m \leq 5$, 5.5s, 11761 steps, 477 prover calls.
- diffusion1d_par.c [30] (MPI): solves 1d-diffusion equation with $n$ processes, $k$ time steps, $m$ points; verified functional equivalence with sequential version for $1 \leq m, n \leq 6$, $k = 3$, 15.9s, 13673 steps, 986 prover calls.
- fig4.98-threadprivate.c [8] (OpenMP): example using thread private pragma and parallel for loop over array of length $m$ with $n$ threads; verified for $1 \leq m \leq 12$, $1 \leq n \leq 10$, 17.1s, 247854 steps, 418 prover calls.
- dot.cu [27, Chap. 5] (CUDA): computes dot product of two vectors of length $n$ with $m$ threads per block and $\lceil n/m \rceil$ blocks; verified for $1 \leq n \leq 12$ and $m = 4$, 11.9s, 130967 steps, 64 prover calls.
- dining: deadlock-free version of $n$ dining philosophers; verified for $2 \leq n \leq 8$, 5.6s, 93673 steps, 32 prover calls.
- mpi-pthreads.c [4] (MPI/Pthreads): two processes each spawn two threads which send and receive a sequence of messages. Derived from a defect report submitted to MPICH, this code contains a known defect leading to deadlock revealed only with a subtle interleaving. CIVL produced a minimal counterexample in 1.64s, 2309 steps, 2 prover calls.

3 Related Work

Model checking. Many model checking tools specialize in a specific concurrency API or language: e.g., TASS and ISP [19] (C/MPI), Java PathFinder [25] (Java), DiVinE 3.0 [5] (C/Pthreads), and CVT [34] (Chapel).
CIVL’s guarded command language is similar to Promela, the language of the model checker SPIN [22]. Promela lacks procedures and any way to nest process definitions, so for most purposes there is only a “global” (shared) scope, and one “local” scope for each process. The dSPIN model checker added many dynamic constructs to Promela, including procedures, arbitrary nesting of scopes within a procedure, and heap-allocated data [12]. However, dSPIN procedures can only be declared in the global scope, which is therefore the only scope which may contain data shared by multiple processes. This contrasts with the arbitrary hierarchical sharing which is fundamental to CIVL.

Intermediate representations. The intermediate representation used by the Bundera model checking platform used a similar guarded transition system representation and supported an extensible type system [10]. Zing [2, 33] is another verification language with a rich type system (including a set type), support for object-oriented features, heap allocation, and spawning of processes. Boogie [23] and Why3 [14] are examples of a new generation of intermediate verification languages aimed primarily at the application of automated theorem-proving approaches to sequential programs; Boogie has recently added limited support for concurrency. None of these languages allows arbitrary nesting of scopes or the use of different scopes shared by subsets of processes.

Programming languages. Some CIVL features are of course found in programming languages. While C does not allow nested procedures, the GCC extension of C does [32, §6.4]. UNIX introduced the C fork and wait procedures [26], the building blocks of “unstructured parallelism” which have been re-used in numerous contexts. Unlike CIVL’s spawn, UNIX fork creates an entire new copy of a process (including the call stack), so there is no sharing of scopes (instead, message-passing is used). Cilk [17] and Erlang [3] also provide spawn primitives, but don’t allow nested procedures. One language which does provide all these features is Racket [15], and in theory it should be possible to represent a CIVL-C program in Racket (perhaps ignoring pointers).

Cyclone adds to C a notion of “regions” together with qualifiers restricting the region which a pointer may reference [20]. Regions are similar in some respects to scopes and we are exploring a scope-modified pointer type in CIVL. Other recent language designs targeting parallel execution have adopted the notions of regions. Phalanx [18] uses a “place” hierarchy which is similar in some respects to CIVL scopes and a form of region-based pointer categorization. ParaSail [24] also uses region-based memory management where regions are associated with stack frames and programmers can express lifetime relationships among objects to control the region they reside in.
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